VIEWPOINT AND COMMENTING ADVERBS

In the sentences below, tick the best alternative (a – b – c)

1. She worked all night so … …she was exhausted the next day.
   A  understandably
   B  miraculously
   C  surprisingly

2. Jack's car's not there … …he's gone out.
   A  Luckily
   B  Presumably
   C  Oddly enough

3. The work is great, but … , I miss my old job.
   A  funny enough
   B  hopefully
   C  fortunately

4. Local residents have condemned the decision to build the factory, and… so, in my opinion.
   A  rightly
   B  undoubtedly
   C  clearly

5. …enough, I find myself agreeing with the Government on this issue.
   A  Strangely
   B  Apparently
   C  Presumably

6. …for us, it was an unusually warm winter and we couldn't go skiing on the hills as we'd hoped.
   A  Fortunately
   B  Disappointingly
   C  Conveniently

7. They chopped down vast areas of woodland with… …disastrous results for the local bird population.
   A  believably
   B  predictably
   C  miraculously

8. After such a wonderful holiday I… …felt rather sad when we had to come home.
   A  understandably
   B  astonishingly
   C  curiously